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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have the following code:
You need to retrieve all of the numbers from the items variable
that are greater than 80.
Which code should you use?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Option
Option
Option
Option

C
B
D
A

Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Enumerable.Where&lt;TSource&gt; Method
(IEnumerable&lt;TSource&gt;, Func&lt;TSource, Boolean&gt;)
Filters a sequence of values based on a predicate.
Example:
List&lt;string&gt; fruits
new List&lt;string&gt; { "apple", "passionfruit", "banana",
"mango",
"orange", "blueberry", "grape", "strawberry" };
IEnumerable&lt;string&gt; query = fruits.Where(fruit =&gt;
fruit.Length &lt; 6);
foreach (string fruit in query)
{
Console.WriteLine(fruit);
}
/*
This code produces the following output:
apple
mango
grape
*/

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company is running a three-tier web application to process
credit card payments. The front-end user interface consists of
static webpages. The application tier can have long-running
processes The database tier uses MySQL.
The application is currently running on a single, general
purpose large Amazon EC2 instance A solutions architect needs
to decouple the services to make the web application highly
available.
Which solution would provide the HIGHEST availability?
A. Move static assets and the application into a medium EC2
instance. Leave the database on the large instance. Place both
instances in an Auto Scaling group.
B. Move static assets to Amazon S3. Move the application to
Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS) containers with
Auto Scaling enabled. Move the database to Amazon RDS to deploy
Multi-AZ
C. Move static assets to Amazon CloudFront Leave the
application in EC2 in an Auto Scaling group. Move the database
to Amazon RDS to deploy Multi-AZ.
D. Move static assets to Amazon S3. Move the application to AWS
Lambda with the concurrency limit set.
Move the database to Amazon DynamoDB with on-demand enabled.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Router(config)# router ospf 1
A. Option E
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option B
E. Option A
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Explanation
Multiple OSPF processes can be configured on a router using
multiple process ID's.
The valid process ID's are shown below:
Edge-B(config)#router ospf
&lt;1-65535&gt; Process ID
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